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Feri Trust : B
Morningstar : *****

Risk / return ratio
Low High

Investment objective and policy
The fund seeks long-term capital appreciation by
investing in emerging market equities and bonds.The
equity allocation can vary between 60% and 100%. The
bond allocation results from the lack of opportunities
on the equity side. The structure of this fund is not
linked to a benchmark index, but derives from the
addition of individual investment opportunities. The
equity investments are based on the principles of
"business-like investing". This approach implies that the
fund manager considers every investment like a stake
in a business with a long-term investment horizon. This
means that he is on the look-out for quality companies
with a tangible competitive advantage that results in high
levels of profitability and strong potential for free cash
flow generation. Great importance is also attached to
company valuation. The fund only invests in a company
when its share price provides a safety margin compared
to its intrinsic value. This sub-fund is also available
denominated in USD with the identical investment policy
(LU0887931029).

Portfolio manager comments
In the first quarter of 2015, the emerging markets?
equity index, the MSCI Emerging Markets, gained 15%
in euros. This strong advance in the first three months
of the year is mainly due to the weakness of the euro
versus the majority of emerging currencies. Expressed
in US dollars, the MSCI Emerging Markets index was
only up 2.2%. For its part, the strength of the US dollar
is partly derived from the very good performance of
companies whose production costs are mainly in local
currencies while their sales revenues have a significant
US dollar component. Generally, the first quarter was
marked by significant foreign exchange movements. The
Brazilian real depreciated by nearly 17% against the US
dollar and 6% against the euro. In regional terms, Latin-
American stock markets significantly underperformed
those of Asia ex-Japan. Meanwhile, the economic
slowdown continues in China. China?s manufacturing
business index (PMI) dipped to 49.2 in March (the
recession threshold is 50). Exports, the traditional engine
of Chinese growth, fell 15% compared to the same
month last year. This sluggish environment has forced
China?s central bank to cut its interest rates. The central
banks in other Asian countries, like Indonesia, South
Korea, Thailand and India, have also decided to cut their
interest rates. The manager maintained the fund?s equity
allocation close to 70%. This more defensive positioning
is the result of less attractive company valuations.
Emerging government bonds and cash are mainly held
in hard currencies, i.e. EUR and USD.

Management company :
BLI - Banque de Luxembourg Investments S.A.

Countries of registration
AT, BE, CH, DE, DK, ES, FI, FR, GB, IT, LU, NL, NO,
SE, SG

NAV publications
www.blfunds.com www.bli.lu Thomson-Reuters
Fundinfo.com Investment Research Finland Ltd De Tijd
La Libre Belgique L'Echo Luxemburger Wort

BL Emerging Markets EUR
Theme fund Last updated on 05/05/2015

Minimum investment horizon: > 10 years

Performance in EUR
BL EMERGING MARKETS EUR = BENCHMARK¹ =

Annualised performance since launch (30/10/2007) : + 6,94 %
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1 = Global Emerging Markets Equity (EUR)

Since
01/01/2015

2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 Since
launch

Fund 10,99 % 7,38 % 0,46 % 21,22 % -3,96 % 23,98 % 65,47 %

Benchmark¹ 16,70 % 10,69 % -5,64 % 15,33 % -18,28 % 26,22 % 17,15 %

Portfolio breakdown
Asset breakdown
Equities 68,70 %

Cash 17,24 %

Bonds 14,06 %

Currency breakdown
EUR 16,89 %

KRW 11,42 %

USD 10,47 %

BRL 10,38 %

TWD 7,63 %

Top holdings
Cervezas Sponsored ADR repr 2 shs 2,31 %

Ambev SA 2,27 %

Want Want China Holdings Ltd 2,24 %

Thai Beverage PCL 1,88 %

Hengan International Group Co Ltd 1,86 %

Fund information

Launch date 30/10/2007

Currency EUR

Net assets (Mio) EUR 395,83

NAV calculation Every business day

NAV CAP (30/04/2015) EUR 165,47

NAV DIS (30/04/2015) EUR 137,67

Ongoing Charges 1,28 %

Management fee 1,00 %

Subscription fee max. 5,00 %

Redemption fee 0,00 %

ISIN CAP LU0309192036

ISIN DIS LU0309191905

BL is a SICAV governed by Luxembourg law and managed by Banque de Luxembourg. The information in this document
is provided for information purposes only, and shall only be valid at the time it is given. It shall not be construed as legal
or tax advice, nor shall it be construed as a solicitation to buy or a recommendation to invest. No guarantee is provided
as to the accuracy or exhaustiveness of this information. The Bank shall not be held liable for the future performance
of these securities, nor shall it be held liable by such information or by decisions that a person may take on the basis of
such information. Potentially interested parties must carefully consider the appropriateness of their investments to their
specific situation and ensure that they understand the risks involved in their investment decisions. Subscriptions to the funds
described in this document shall only be accepted on the basis of the latest prospectus, and the most recent semi-annual
or annual reports. --- Tax on securities transactions capitalisation shares on redemption or switches made by the Belgian
branch: 1.32% (max 2000 EUR). --- Withholding tax on shares held with our Belgian branch: 25% on dividends (distribution
shares - A) and 25% on capital gains from redemptions, if more than 40% of the fund is invested in debt securities.


